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Instance Variables and Visibility
In a computer program, it is important to be aware of what different methods,
parameters, and variables you have created, and what they stand for. This is why we
usually put a comment above each method definition explaining what it does and what its parameters are
used for.

It is also important, however, to realize that not all variables can be "seen" by all parts of the code. If I am
writing a method that takes a parameter length, and I want it to have a helper method that also makes use
of length, I have to be sure to pass length along to the other method, because code inside one method
cannot see variables inside another method.

In general, a variable is only visible within the block it was declared in. If a variable is something
permanent about an object, something that many of its methods need to know about, I can declare it in the
class block rather than a method block, making it an instance variable, a property belonging to every
instance of that class. Given another object of that class, I can access its instance variables with
[object].[variable] (for example, a Point variable p might have an instance variable p.x).

Because methods are made for objects to talk to each other, we can't have all methods be private like
instance variables, because then objcts could only talk to objects of the same type. Thus we have the
public keyword, which means that any object can call that method.

Listing 1: A class that makes use of methods and variables with varying degrees of visibility.

 1 public class Vector extends Object {
 2    private double x, y;
 3    
 4    public Vector(double x, double y) {
 5       super();
 6       this.x = x;
 7       this.y = y;
 8    }
 9    
10    private double length() {
11       return Math.sqrt(x * x + y * y);
12    }
13    
14    public double distance(Vector other) {
15       return difference(other).length();
16    }
17    
18    public Vector sum(Vector other) {
19       return new Vector(x + other.x, y + other.y);
20    }
21    
22    public Vector scale(double scale) {
23       return new Vector(x * scale, y * scale);
24    }
25    



26    public getX() {
27       return x;
28    }
29    
30    public getY() {
31       return y;
32    }
33 }

. 1 In some other class, I have created Vector variables vect1, vect2, etc. For each line below, put a check
mark if it is allowed; if not, explain why.

double l = vect1.length();

double d = vect1.distance(vect2);

double perimeter = 2 * vect1.x + 2 * vect1.y;

double g = vect3.distance(vect2).sum(vect1);

Vector unit = vect4.scale(1 / vect4.distance(new Vector(0, 0)));

. 2 Rewrite the "unit" line assuing that length() has been made public.

. 3 Rewrite the "perimeter" line in a legal way.

. 4 Do you think it was a good idea, or a bad idea, to make length() private? Why?

. 5 Is it legal to use other.length(), other.x, and other.y as I did on lines 15 and 19?

. 6 Challenge: What is vect2.distance(vect3) - vect3.sum(vect2.scale(-1)).length()?


